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Lin Hao frowned tightly, "Are you telling the truth?"

"It's definitely true, this seven-coloured mist is condensed by the beliefs of Cloud
Dreaming Zephyr, gathering the beliefs of all the beings in Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, how can I put

it, it's similar to the existence of auspicious clouds, do you think the auspicious clouds will absorb
these Yin and Evil Qi? It's totally impossible." The white tiger spread out its chubby cat paws.

When Lin Hao heard Rui Lin's words, his face turned even uglier because

something had happened to Yun Meng Ze!

First of all, Lin Hao was quite sure that this jungle was the very same Cloud
Dreaming Zephyr that he had come to before, unless there really was a great divine powerhouse
that could have shaped the imitation Cloud Dreaming Zephyr so perfectly.

But now that the Yun Meng Ze had changed and had actually started absorbing
Yin Qi and the grievances of the dead, wouldn't that mean that the Ancient Underworld Clan had
infiltrated the Yun Meng Ze?

So, the appearance of the Stairway to Heaven was just a trick?

No, the Heaven Ascending Staircase should be real, but the entrance to the
Heaven Ascending Staircase Trial Secret Realm had been silently swapped!



Soon, Lin Hao's suspicions were confirmed!

A sorrowful voice resounded in the minds of all participants in the secret realm
trials, including the spirit beasts within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr: "All participants in the secret
realm trials will automatically advance by killing one member of the human race! Any spirit beast
within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr that can kill a human will receive a death-free medal and will
not be attacked by the trialists!"

Lin Hao's face changed drastically, Lin Ruoshi, Xiong Er and the white cat Rui Lin
all looked at Lin Hao with stunned gazes.

What the hell is going on here?

Lin Hao didn't do anything ah, just killed a few low-level spirit beasts to eat meat
only,? Zero Yi Zero Shan Lu Yi Pao Zero? And this voice, how come it sounded so eerie and

horrible?

Lin Hao heard this voice and his brow furrowed, this voice always felt like he had
heard it somewhere before.

"Quick, rendezvous with everyone immediately!" Lin Hao couldn't care less about
that, he originally wanted to be a salted fish lying around, but this conspiracy designer, had no

intention of letting him go ah.



After saying that, everyone gathered their things and quickly shot towards the

location of their sensing teammates.

Lin Hao rode directly on Rui Lin and sped out as lightning, while Xiong Er was

holding Lin Ruoshi and following behind Lin Hao in a desperate pursuit!

Lin Hao gathered all his spiritual energy and hissed with a spiritual voice:
"Everyone, hide!"

"Ancient Gods, spirit beasts! This is a plot by the Ancient Clan of the River Styx,
the Yin Qi of the River Styx has already infiltrated within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr, don't all
fall for someone else's plot!"

At Lin Hao's hiss, the spirit beasts that heard it scoffed, bullshit, how could the

Ascension Staircase Trial Secret Realm be infiltrated by the Ancient Clan of the River Styx? The

Ascension Ladder Inheritance was a place of inheritance belonging to the supreme Ancient Gods,
surely there would be no such situation.

Of course, there were some sensible Ancient Gods who also sensed that something
was not quite right, but they were soon lost to the lure of the Ascending Staircase Ancient Gods'
heritage.

Besides, human beings are just ants, so if they are killed, so be it!



There were even quite a few Ancient Gods who had long wanted to dislike Lin
Hao and the others for their actions, and were defended by Goddess A Yao in every way, which
made them extremely unhappy.

"Kill! Kill all the humans!"

"To the west, there are traces of humans to the west, chase after them and kill them

all!"

Both the Ancient Gods and the Spirit Beasts began to put aside their
preconceptions, searching and hunting humans in packs, humans had actually become an

existence that everyone shouted at and were the enemy of the world here.

The faces of Zhao Chen and the Yunfeng people, who were scattered elsewhere,
were all white with fear, had they been directly angered by the entire mysterious realm because

they had come in through the back door?

Lin Hao was desperately searching for them, and they were also desperately trying
to hide and evade, trying not to fight the enemy head-on.

But in the end, they couldn't avoid being discovered.

"Roar! ~There's a ......"



Boom!

The spirit beast trialist spoke excitedly, but before he could finish, he was slapped
by the great war bear spirit beast next to him, "Are you out of your mind? This is just one human,
it's not even enough for us to share ourselves, do you want to invite more people to arrive?"
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The spirit beast that was slapped away had a face of aggression, but he didn't dare to say a word,
indeed, they had seven spirit beasts here, and their strength was all at the level of second grade

illusion spirit masters.

There are hundreds of Ancient Gods and Spirit Beasts in this Cloud Dreaming
River, and there are countless Spirit Beasts in the Cloud Dreaming River, so there are only a few
humans in total, not enough to share!

"Heh, do these beasts still think they can really get the inheritance? Ridiculous." In
the distance, out of sight of those few spirit beasts, there were a dozen of Ancient God Trials with

bull horns hiding, sneering with disdain on their faces.

At this moment, the Ancient God Race had completely set their goals, whether it
was a spirit beast or a human, they were all inferior existences and were all their prey! The top one
hundred on the Ascension List must all be owned by the Ancient God Race!

Surrounded by seven different races of spirit beasts, it was Ye Yu who was the
least capable of fighting. Ye Yu looked at these fierce spirit beasts in front of her, her eyes fierce
and drooling, these spirit beasts didn't just want to kill her, they even wanted to eat her!



Under the threat of life and death, Ye Yu was stimulated to her potential, her aura
surged, her hands kept dancing, one formation after another formed, she was completely
surrounded, the desire to live made? Whisking and serving the land Yi Whisking? She kept

forming formations, overlapping formations covering her circumference, trying to sit out a final
struggle.

Roar!

A more than ten meters tall gorilla spirit beast, all muscles strong as a rock, roar
while madly pounding his chest, emitting a sound that makes people's heart tremble with the

impact, hammering his own chest, froze hammering sparks, see how terrifying his strength!

Seeing this scene, Ye Yu's face became even paler, his hands did not slow down

at all, various types of formations kept lighting up around his body, forming a defensive light
curtain.

Bang!

Big Chesty roared out, his fist as big as a water tank smashed down, smashing his
fist on the formation Ye Yu had set up.

With a loud rumble, a crack cracked out of the surrounding earth, the defensive
formation produced violent ripples, then clicked and cracked lines appeared, and with a single

punch, it hard broke through three of Ye Yu's formation defences.



Seeing this, the gorilla's eyes were red with excitement as he waved his fist and

hammered downwards with a thud, as if he was shouting: 80!

The terrifying tremor, coupled with the huge impact of the shattered formation

unable to form an obstacle, was all transmitted to Ye Yu, whose pretty face was as pale as snow

and a mouthful of crimson blood spurted out, her hands still moving in a tedious waving
formation.

But Ye Yu's speed was getting slower and slower, the speed of forming formations
could not catch up with the speed of breaking formations, and with the constant formation, her
body's spiritual energy was drastically depleted, so she could not be distracted from absorbing

the rich spiritual energy around her to replenish it.

As Ye Yu continued to spit out blood, she struggled to form the formation, but the
intense pain and weakness caused Ye Yu's eyes to become misty and her body to falter, as if the
next moment, this soft woman would fall back down.

Ka-ching!

With a final fist, the gorilla shattered all the formations laid by Ye Yu, the gorilla
couldn't help but hiss in excitement, reaching out its big hand to plunge Ye Yu away, this human
was no threat to it at all, these spirit beasts were originally a makeshift group, now the biggest

threat was rather teammates!



"Earth Thorn! You stay here!" The white war bear from before roared, and its huge
bear feet thumped the ground, the whole ground trembled and formed a succession of tremors,
this tremor formed an ultra-low frequency force covering this area.

Swish!

Within a radius of two to three hundred metres, a patch of thorns appeared out of

nowhere, covered with barbs, flashing with bloodthirsty sharpness, these thorns seemed to be

alive, directly swept the gorilla into it, not caring whether the human woman was dead or alive, as
long as the human corpse was captured.

"War bear what do you mean? I just want to take this woman up, you actually do
this to me?" The gorilla hissed in anger, while his mouth was sophomoric, the thorns of this thorny
barb stabbed hard into him, piercing him with bloody holes all over his body, the more he
struggled the more hideous the wounds became.
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The more you move, the more dangerous it becomes!

"Shield!" The gorilla shouted, his body glowing with a blood-coloured light,
breaking free from the thorns, but with it came another attack from the rest of his teammates

rushing up.

The gorilla was directly under siege, this so-called teammates, completely in the
middle of killing each other, that big war bear even more did not answer the gorilla's words, just
dry, stifle to finish each other, take the human and then immediately run away!



"You Lai Lai a leg, if you want it, here you go! I'm not playing, what a dog!" The
gorilla gritted his teeth and directly threw the already unconscious Ye Yu towards the Great War
Bear and flew over, then pulled his legs out and ran.

With the human out of the gorilla's hands, they naturally wouldn't continue to
attack the gorilla. The Great War Bear froze, giving himself away so easily?

However, Ye Yu was caught by him and before he could run away, the remaining
five teammates, all of their attacks were directed at him.

The Great War Bear cursed: Damn, he had been pitted by this dead ape!

But even though he had been pitied, the Great War Bear could not give Ye Yu

away, so he resisted frantically, resisting the attacks of the five spirit beasts with his thick skin and
flesh, while running for his life.

But after all, the two sides are very different in strength, even if there is a
difference in talent, but two fists can't beat four hands, let alone ten hands, a fart!

The big war bear reaction over? The first thing you need to do is to get a good

idea of what you're doing. Come on, already dying, want to throw that Ye Yu out to shift the target,
but unfortunately is already too slow, a blow to kill, directly killed.



"This is mine!" An ape spirit beast was incredibly excited.

Bang!

Before the ape spirit beast could touch Ye Yu, it was directly slapped out by a

spotted fierce tiger, "None of your business!"

The glistening tiger that had slapped the ape and monkey was about to open its
mouth and take away Ye Yu, when a large bird spirit beast with wings spread about three metres

descended from the sky, and its claws, sharper than a sharp knife, grabbed the glistening tiger's
head in one fell swoop.

With a pounding sound, a bloody wound appeared on the head of the glistening

tiger.

The roar of the spirit beasts rang out one after another, and the remaining five great
spirit beasts stood in a mixed group with each other, while on the contrary, Ye Yu was left alone
and remained on the ground.

At this time, no one noticed that a small, black, gorilla-like creature was sneakily
approaching towards Ye Yu.

It was the gorilla spirit beast that had just left, which had shrunk in size to give the
other side a kick in the pants. "Faster, faster! Hurry up for me!"



Lin Hao gripped the white cat Rui Lin's neck fur and kept urging Rui Lin along the
way to hurry up, hurry up even more! The fur on Rui Lin's neck was almost all gripped.

Behind him, Xiong Er, who was chasing after him, was pulled away from him by

a long distance.

Rui Lin wanted to cry, he had already explained many times, but it was useless,
he had already said that this was already his speed limit, there was no way to increase his speed.

This shitty place was under a no-air spell, so there was no way to fly, otherwise it
would be faster.

The words of Rui Lin, Lin Hao simply can not listen to, close, very close ah, is he
planted in their on en team member's breath, the movement over there alarming, must have
broken out a fierce battle, faster ah!

......

The gorilla just wanted to go and take Ye Yu away silently, however that dueling
guy hadn't reacted yet.

But before the gorilla could get his hands on him, he was instantly imprisoned by

a formation that lit up and directly imprisoned him.



Swoosh!

Several ice crystal arrows sped from afar, killing the gorilla with a single blow!

The five great spirit beasts that had been fighting each other to the death and had

already been bruised and battered, all failed to gain any advantage, and before they could react,
the formation around them lit up and they were trapped in it forcibly.

"Hahahaha, a bunch of things that deserve to be served on the table, and they dare
to plot the chance to ascend the Heavenly Staircase Ancient God, they are really looking for

death!" A dozen Ancient Gods with bull horns rushed out, this was a clan and thus would be

relatively united.

A dozen bull-headed people ran out in a rampant and unusual manner.
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"Damn it, you Ancient Gods are simply despicable! Roar!" Those spirit beasts knew that they were

being used, and that they were actually playing the trick of the mantis catching the cicada and the
yellow bird in the back, and when they looked at the gorilla that was already dead, they were
incomparably angry that this gorilla was so cunning!

These spirit beasts knew that they could not escape, but they were unwilling to be
eaten by these bastards of the Ancient Gods, so the five spirit beasts looked at each other and let



out a roar, their spiritual energy began to surge, and the disordered spiritual energy continued to

rage.

"Not good, they are going to explode themselves!"

Zero Lu Xi Yi Lu Fu Shan Yi? Boom!

A terrifying explosion swept out, five second grade Illusionary Spiritist realm

spirit beasts, self-exploded at the same time, the Minotaur's confinement formation simply
couldn't carry it, the strongest one of these Minotaurs was only able to reach the third grade

Illusionary Spiritist realm.

When they discovered that the beasts were about to explode, they cursed and

retreated some distance away, but the terrifying explosion still swept them away, sending them
flying.

There were sounds of spitting blood, swept away by this wave of power, leaving
them badly injured, but fortunately for the dozen Minotaurs, there were still four or five that
remained intact and uninjured.

The leader, the minotaur, was also the strongest: "This human, I will enjoy it first,
then it will be your turn to hand it over at the end, don't worry, as long as I get the inheritance,
then our minotaur clan will have a place in the great clan!"



"Ulla!" The bullheads waved their weapons in their hands excitedly, of course,
there were a few bullheads with complicated expressions, seemingly quite reluctant, but what
could be done, the other party was stronger than them, and there were a few lapdogs around, plus
it was the clan chief's own son, didn't all the benefits go to him to reap.

The young patriarch of the bull-headed people, his eyes greedily looking at the
figure of the mannish Ye Yu, at this time Ye Yu unconscious, and dress wound full of dirty dust,
face are also, but still can not hide her out of the world aura, pale face, in the messy black long

hair reflecting, look more provocative, let people can not help but give birth to protective desire.

"Ulla!" The young Minotaur clan leader roared in excitement as the clothes on his

body burst open straight away, reaching out and brutally ripping open Ye Yu's dress.

The fragile dress was as fragile as a piece of white paper under the minotaur's
brutal and incomparable strength, and in a flash, Ye Yu's flawless white skin was exposed to the

air, and a cool breeze hit her, and Ye Yu woke up with a cold shiver all over her body.

As soon as Ye Yu woke up, she saw a scene that almost made her perish on the

spot, an ugly man with a bare body and a pair of cow horns on the top of his head was lunging

towards himself with a flowing harrumph.

"Don't you come over here~!" Ye Yu stiffly carried on without fainting from fright,
and stomped back hard in terror, away from this beast that was not a human being, and a spirit

beast that was not a spirit beast!

"Hey hey, scream, the louder you scream the more excited I am, come on,
scream louder, even if you scream your throat out no one will come to save you!" The



bull-headed young patriarch, flowing with harrumphs, pressed on step by step, and seemed to

deliberately make Ye Yu feel panic, walking slowly and leisurely over step by step, not in a hurry,
making Ye Yu feel even more desperate.

Seeing Ye Yu's terrified expression, the tears in his eyes falling like broken
curtains of beads, the young Minotaur patriarch was incomparably uplifted, with a sense of
perverted pleasure.

One step, two steps, one step closer, Ye Yu was so weak that she could no longer

retreat, the bastard's disgusting saliva was already dripping down on her, and if she was defiled

by such a monster, Ye Yu would rather die.

Ye Yu gritted her teeth and fought with her last ounce of aura gathered in the palm
of her hand, Ye Yu cried, "I am weak, without the protection of my teammates, I am nothing, a
lamb to be slaughtered, yes, I have killed no one! But I can kill myself! I'll die, and I won't let
you win!"

"Heh, and you want to kill yourself? Ridiculous." With a wave of his hand, the
young Minotaur clan leader's aura completely imprisoned Ye Yu, unable to move even a little,
and it took all his strength to blink his eyes.
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Seeing that ugly face leaning closer and closer? The more the ugly face leaned closer and closer,
the more it was seen. The first time I saw it, I was able to resist.



Ye Yu used all his strength to close his eyes, tears still kept flowing down from the

corners of his eyes, completely desperate.

Poof!

Ye Yu suddenly felt a warm liquid with an incomparably strong fishy smell spray
on his face.

"Ahhhhh! Bastard! You beast! Shameless scum! You insulted me and that's all!
And you spit on me!" Ye Yu was going crazy, she couldn't die if she wanted to, but she was
insulted and even spat on her! You're not a beast!

However, the next moment, a warm coat was placed over her body, and a voice

like a heavenly music sounded in her ears: "Sorry, I'm late."

It was the captain, it was Captain Lin's voice!

Ye Yu even suspected that she had died and that this was just an illusion.

But the coat covering his body was so real and warm, and Ye Yu also found that

the spiritual power that had been blocked in his body had been restored, and he had regained his
ability to move.



Ye Yu opened her eyes with a jolt, and standing in front of her was the magnificent
back of Lin Hao, who at this moment was like a heavenly god descending from the earth, and all
around her shone a light that shook her to her core!

Ye Yu's eyes were sparkling with little stars, Captain Lin was too handsome too!

Lin Hao was so angry that his eyes were on fire, if he had been a little slower, he
dared not imagine what the consequences would have been!

Even if he did save Ye Yu, but after being insulted by an ugly minotaur, he
thought Ye Yu would not have the conviction to live.

It was only when Lin Hao turned around that he happened to see Ye Yu with little
stars in her eyes, looking like a demented girl, Lin Hao cried and laughed: "Hey, wake up! Don't
dream, I'm the man you can't have!"

Ye Yu couldn't help but stare, retracting her emotions and bristling in displeasure:
what a self-absorbed man.

"Awake, that's good, don't spend all day thinking about toads eating swan meat."
Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders.

"Pfft ......" Ye Yu was amused by Lin Hao and gave Lin Hao a white glance

without good grace, "I've never seen someone so shameless as you, Captain Lin, just relax a



hundred times, I have nothing but pure admiration for you and your thick skin. I don't want Xiao
shi to scold me."

But fortunately, after Lin Hao shamelessly pulled two sentences, Ye Yu's mood
recovered quite a lot, and the after-effects of the excessive fright were even eliminated.

From his consciousness space, Lin Hao took out a set of pure white dresses and
threw them to Ye Yu: "This is for Xiyan, she hasn't worn it yet, so I'll give it to you."

"Aren't you afraid that your sister-in-law will misunderstand?" Ye Yu looked at

Lin Hao playfully.

"Of course I'm afraid! So ......" Lin Hao rubbed his index finger and thumb

together, "Pay up! What you bought is yours, so naturally sister-in-law won't be angry!"

Ye Yu stared at Lin Hao dumbfounded, "You're really a little genius!"

So then, the two of them were in front of the ten or so minotaurs, then they pulled
out their phones only to find that there was no internet, so then Ye Yu bought the dress with ten Lei
Meteor, so angry that Ye Yu almost cried out, is your heart black, you treacherous merchant, not
as black as you are!

"Bastards! You think we don't exist, don't you!" The dozen of bullheads were
furious, Lin Hao had killed their young clan leader with one sword, making them more or less

scandalized.



As it turned out, oh hell, it was only a first class early stage Illusionary Spirit

Master, it must have been because some treasure had robbed him!

Turning around, Lin Hao's face was as gloomy as water, and a monstrous killing
intent burst out from his body, "For being merciful and letting you live a little longer, but you are
anxious to die, then let's make you whole!"

The inscribed sword of a deity appeared in Lin Hao's hand, and with cold eyes,
Lin Hao flung his hand and shot out a sword qi, which instantly entered the body of a bull-headed
man.

Lin Hao's hand gripped the sword and a streak of sword qi appeared as it entered

the bull-headed man's body.
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Seeing this scene, some of the bullheads got scared and turned around to run, but how fast could

they be faster than the sword qi Lin Hao flung out?

"Roar, the Bearmen are showing their power, here comes the boss!" Only at this
time did Xiong Er arrive with Lin Ruoshi in his arms and ran wildly, dropping Lin Ruoshi and

about to fight with those Bullheads who were standing still.

Lin Hao snapped his fingers.



The dozen or so bullheads either fell head over heels or their bodies split down the
middle, none of their bodies were intact, they fell to the ground with a crash, blood flying, all
dead ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing.

"Hey, you stupid bear, the speed is too slow, meow, or this white tiger came fast,
just you this speed, eat shi can not catch up with the hot." White Tiger Rui Lin looked at Bear Two

with disdain and a smug look on his face.

Bear Two was furious on the spot, and with an owl his body grew bigger,
hammering his chest furiously, "You're provoking the Bear People, you know the consequences!"

"Shut up, all of you." Lin Hao walked over in no good humour, and one person

kicked him, directly sending him flying dozens of metres away.

White Cat and Xiong Er looked at each other, although neither of them obeyed the

other, they were convinced when they were kicked away by Lin Hao.

Lin Hao had just killed a dozen minotaurs, his sofa was decisive, his hands were
ruthless and sharp, he had exterminated them with a raised hand, but the condensed and unkind

killing aura on his body had not yet dissipated.



Lin Hao bent down and started searching through these minotaurs, not caring that
this minotaur blood was sprayed everywhere, soon, Lin Hao's hands were covered with blood

stains, but the good news is that the harvest was very generous.

These ancient gods seemed to be somewhere between human and spirit beasts, so
they had the characteristics of human beings and spirit beasts as well? They have the

characteristics of a human and a spirit beast. signs, but did not possess the same spirit core as the
spirit beasts.

Lin Hao collected all the spirit cores they had searched for.

Looking at Lin Hao's appearance, Ruilin shivered and mourned for these

minotaurs, "You said these unlucky kids are not good enough to mess with anyone, but this god of
killing, not the old man eating arsenic, typically tired of living."

However, Lin Hao glared at him, scaring Rui Lin into shutting up, shrinking his
head and turning his head away, not daring to meet Lin Hao's gaze.

After cleaning up the battlefield, Lin Hao stared at the corpses of these minotaurs

and spirit beasts, and sure enough, within a short while, a dark, deadly aura rose from within these

corpses, which was quickly absorbed by the coloured mist around them.

The time had passed for so long, but he still had not sensed that Ah Yao had come
to intervene in the situation of the Cloud Dreaming River, so it seemed that Ah Yao was not clear
about the situation inside the Cloud Dreaming River, or she had sensed it, but could not come in
a short time.



By now Ye Yu had already changed her clothes, the long white dress was quite
suitable for her temperament, but she was still very weak and her face was a little pale.

"Is everything alright?" Lin Hao asked with concern.

Ye Yu shook her head somewhat apologetically, "I'm sorry Captain, I'm the one

who dragged everyone down."

"A team is a whole, there's no such thing as who's holding anyone back, each has
their own role to play, if everyone was all-powerful on their own, then what would be the need for

a team? Not to mention that there is no such all-rounders who can also array control and burst into
melee fighters." Lin Hao had no intention of blaming the other party.

"You're just fine." Ye Yu looked at Lin Hao helplessly, and White Cat Rui Lin,
Xiong Er, and Lin Ruoshi all nodded in agreement.

Wasn't Lin Hao just a powerful illusionary spirit battle master who could also set

up formations, almost all-around good apart from not being able to summon summons?

Lin Hao shrugged, "That's why I'm the captain."

"Gah, humans, so many humans, this is a fortune!"



Suddenly, from not too far away came the scent of strong people approaching, and
there were quite a few of them, and before they even arrived, they started laughing wildly.

There weren't many humans in the Cloud Dreaming River, but they hadn't
expected to run into three at once, so they would be rich!
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Lin Hao frowned as he looked at the place where the sound came from. Eight Ancient God Race

powerhouses came floating through the air, all of them were surprisingly winged bird men.

Because of the special suppression in Yun Meng Ze, even though they had wings,
they could only float and speed at a height of thirty centimetres above the ground.

"Captain, what should we do?" Ye Yu's face was quite panicked, she had only just
reached the realm of a second-grade Illusionary Spirit Master, plus just now she had been hit by

this Spirit Beast and the Ancient God Race in a succession of battles of attrition, she was now
unable to form any combat power at all.

On the other hand, the eight Ancient Gods bird men on the opposite side were all

at the level of third grade early stage Illusionary Spirit Master.
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Lin Hao's brow furrowed, it was indeed troublesome, the opponents were all clear
third level realm Illusionary Spirit Battle Masters, and two of the bird men had even reached the

late third level realm.

The only one on their side that had reached that realm was that fat cat.

"Tch, so they were targeted by these losers first." The bird man leading the group

didn't think anything of it when he saw the corpses of spirit beasts and minotaurs on the ground,
as they had an absolute advantage in strength and numbers compared to Lin Hao and the others.

The leader was Gu Tian of the Silver Wing Clan, a pair of silver wings emitting a
bright lustre, along with a compelling sharpness, a pair of eagle eyes staring straight at Lin Hao

and the others.

These were all members of the Silverwing Clan, taking out the three humans on
the opposite side, this would mean the rise of their Silverwing Clan, three spots for the Godly
Inheritance!

"The Void Sea Beast Clan killed one human, there are still twelve humans left
within the Cloud Dream Swamp, please ask the spirit beasts of all clans and the Ancient God Clan
Trials to hurry up and hunt the humans!"

"? Xi Zha Lu Wu Pao Pao Shan Zero? The Half-Demon Serpent Clan has killed
two humans, ten humans remain within the Cloud Dream Swamp, please, Spirit Beasts of all clans,
Ancient God Clan Trials, hurry up!"



"TheWhite-Eyed Wolf Clan has killed three humans, there are only seven humans
left within the Cloud Dreaming Zephyr ......"

The cold voice then rang out, like an ice-cold announcing machine, broadcasting
the news of one death after another.

The first time I heard this news, Ye Yu's pretty face instantly turned white, this is
only a short while and six people have died, Chen Kai, Lin Yin, Zhao Chen, what happened to

them? Were they among these six people or not?

Lin Ruoshi's tears fell straight down, it was over, which uncle and aunt had been

killed, why on earth had it turned out like this?

Lin Hao's body erupted with a shocking killing intent, like a supreme murder
weapon that had been sheathed, his cold eyes were devoid of the slightest emotion!

He knew that the broadcast had not lied, the man was indeed dead, his senses had
six sensory auras that had completely dissipated, clearly having been hunted down and killed.

Moreover, the whole Cloud Dream Swamp had erupted into an earth-shattering
battle, a fierce scramble between the Spirit Beasts and the Ancient Gods broke out for the sake of

the humans, with Spirit Beasts and Ancient Gods falling at every moment!

"It's over, Young Master Gu Tian, there are only seven left in total, counting, apart
from these three, there are only four left, we have to hurry, otherwise we may not be able to save



their bodies even if we kill these three humans." The Silver Wing clan members however all

panicked, not expecting someone to get it so quickly, they too had to hurry.

Gu Tian looked at Lin Hao and the others as if he was a hunter looking at his prey,
full of playfulness, at the moment Lin Hao was nothing more than a piece of their pie in their eyes.

"All of you, go ahead and finish them off!" Gu Tian didn't hesitate, his body
turned into a silver stream of light and went straight for Lin Hao, in his opinion, the worst of these
people was Lin Hao, but he had seen Lin Hao fight with Rui Lin, this Lin Hao's fighting power was
the strongest of these people!

"Ye Yu, didn't you just ask me what to do?" Lin Hao's voice was as cold as the

biting wind of a cold winter month.

Ye Yu looked at Lin Hao, not understanding that at this time, Lin Hao still had the
leisure to care about this matter.

"My solution is, kill to stop killing! Kill until they can only look up to humans!"
Lin Hao said, and the inscribed and sealed sword of a deity appeared in his hand, this sword was
in tune with Lin Hao's heart, and it was even more lineable to use than that Xuan Yuan sword.
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The Sword of the Gods blossomed in Lin Hao's hand with a dazzling killing light!



From his consciousness space, Lin Hao threw the only remaining spirit cores and

thunder meteorites, all of them to Xiong Er: "Eat it, then, tear them apart!"

"Ruilin, you hold back a strong person of the same level as you!" Lin Hao looked
at Rui Lin again.

"Meow! White Tiger bloodline activated!" Rui Lin leapt up with a meow, and with
a roar, the mighty and unearthly shadow of a large white tiger appeared on Rui Lin, who instantly
charged towards another late third ranked powerhouse of the Silverwing Clan as if he had divine
help!

The second bear took the spirit core and the thunder meteor given by Lin Hao and
put them all in his mouth like eating broad beans, one bite was crunchy.

Howl!

The majestic energy impacted on Bear Two's limbs and bones, and the terrifying
energy even spilled out of his body, cracking even his thick skin with several hideous wounds

from the terrifying energy.

However, Bear Two didn't care, his body soared five metres high and his body

was covered in electric rays, the terrifying energy was too much for him to contain and the excess

was all spilled out of his body.



Bear Two burst at the Silver Wings, and as he did so, with a buzzing sound, Bear
Two broke through hard under the impact of this terrifying power, reaching an early third class

summoner!

Then Bear Two regurgitated, causing Lin Ruoshi to also reach the realm of a Third

Grade Illusionary Spirit Mage as her aura climbed!

"Little Shi, protect Auntie Ye Yu." Lin Hao threw out a spatial barrier to protect Lin

Ruoshi and Ye Yu, while he himself met Gu Tian like lightning!

Bang Bang!

Between lightning and fire, the two sides exchanged a dozen moves, and the

terrifying collision erupted into sparks and terrifying aura explosions, a ripple of the collision
visible to the naked eye swept around, and the sky-high ancient tree clicked and shattered into

wood chips.

The trunk of the heavenly ancient tree crumbled and collapsed with a crash.

Using his wings as his sharpest weapons, Gu Tian kept flinging them to clash with

Lin Hao's Sword of the Gods, while the sharp feathers would suddenly detach and strike at Lin

Hao's vital parts like a concealed weapon!

Sword Domain of Gods!



A sword domain was formed around Lin Hao, and the seemingly sharp feathers

that struck Lin Hao were directly shattered into dust by the sword domain!

Lin Hao threw out a sword Qi brazenly, the sword Qi broke through space and

slashed harshly at Gu Tian, who felt threatened by this sword Qi, his face changed slightly, his
silver wings shield!

Gu Tian's wings unfolded and then fiercely gathered in front of his body, using
them to wrap himself tightly within them.

Boom!

The sharp sword qi struck viciously on top of Gu Tian's silver wings, shattering
hundreds of feathers and viciously lifting Gu Tian out with a vomit of blood.

"Impossible! He's at such a low realm, why is his combat power so terrifying!" Gu
Tian was beginning to doubt his life, he couldn't possibly be this strong!

The only thing that responded to Gu Tian was Lin Hao's flinging sword! One
sword, seven kills, the sword had been made!

Lin Hao flung his sword as if it had crossed the distance of space!



Wherever the sword energy hit, a gaping hole several metres wide and seven to

eight metres deep appeared in the hard ground, and the surrounding ancient trees crumbled into

oblivion!

The sword momentum had been achieved, and the momentum was unstoppable!
The momentum of the sword was too great to be stopped! The sword was blocked!

In an instant, it struck Gu Tian, who was flung hundreds of metres away!

Gu Tian was so shocked that he used his wings to protect himself, but it felt
useless, so he was shocked again and activated his Silver Wing bloodline!

Gu Tian's body shone with a searing light, a sacred white glow lit up, while a
six-maned shield formation formed in front of him.

"Silverwing clan, inviolable! We are a divine race, and you, humble human, are
nothing more than a mortal after all!" Terrifying power gathered, Gu Tian was filled with

arrogance, his aura climbed hard from the late third rank realm to the mid fourth rank level at one

point, at the cost of burning divine blood!

Lin Hao's brows furrowed as this Gu Tian gave him an incomparably familiar

feeling.



A divine bloodline? Silver wings, a six-maned star formation, divine light!

How similar was this to the Angel God of the Angelic Church of Rice? Could it be
that the Angel God was actually a Silver Winged clan member, and the so-called angel was

merely a bird?
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"A mortal?" Lin Hao laughed coldly, "What's wrong with a mortal's body being compared to a

god's! Chop!"

Lin Hao shared the same heart and soul as the sword intent that cut out, and the

sword power surged once more!

Ka-ching!

The tip of the sword easily pierced through the six-manifold shield formation, like
piercing a piece of white paper? Yi Di Closing Yi Lu Er Dye? Easy and simple!

The sword force did not diminish, it pierced through Gu Tian's silver wings,
directly through his heart, a sword pierced through Gu Tian's body, and that's not all, the sword
force left at Gu Tian's heart gate exploded with a muffled sound, hardening Gu Tian's heart
position, the heart and the flesh and blood around the heart were all strangled by the powerful

sword intent!



Gu Tian's eyes widened as he was flung hundreds of metres away by the

tremendous impact of the sword power and crashed to the ground with a loud bang, completely
losing his voice.

"Young Master Gu Tian! Avenge Young Master Gu Tian!"

"Damn you, you dared to kill Young Master Gu Tian, you are stained with the

blood of my Silver Wing Clan, even if you flee to the ends of the earth, our Silver Wing Clan will

find you and bury you to the bone!" Gu Tian's defeat caused all of the remaining Silverwing

Clan's strongest individuals to burst into a rage, and they all desperately urged their bloodlines to
dart towards Lin Hao.

"Is that so? Then I definitely won't flee to the ends of the earth, but rather kill the
Silverwing Clan!" Lin Hao was like an ice-cold, bloodthirsty sheathed demon sword, his killing
intent rushing to the sky.

"White Tiger Zhen Kill!" Rui Lin shouted angrily and waved his claws violently,
the white tiger avatar on him fell with the same mighty fierce claws, the astounding divine light

formed a white tiger idol that fell with a bang, violently subduing the Silverwing tribe strongman
who wanted to dart after Lin Hao.

"Dog, your opponent is me!" Rui Lin snorted coldly as his claws waved repeatedly,
forming a curved moon shaped silver claw mark, the claw marks were as sharp as knives, leaving
shocking blood marks on that late third grade Silverwing tribe strongman's body, because of the
suppression of the white tiger idol, that Silverwing tribe strongman couldn't move a bit at all, he
could only turn his aura defence and resist Rui Lin's attack hard.



Lin Hao raised his eyebrows, this Rui Lin had quite a few cards up his sleeve, it
seemed that in the ring, he seemed to be fighting with all his might to deal a death blow to

himself, but it seemed that he obviously still had some reservations.

The more Rui Lin fought, the more brave he became, almost but pure abuse on his
part, as for Xiong Er, it couldn't have been simpler and more brutal!

Bear Two's strength soared, his fur flickering with thunder and silver light all

around him, his excess energy shamelessly resting because he had eaten too many thunder

meteorites, Bear Two simply and brutally grabbed the Silverwing tribe strongman's wings, roared
in anger and gave a violent yank!

That Silverwing strongman let out a miserable scream, his wings were hardened
and withdrawn by Bear Two, who demonstrated to everyone what the aesthetics of violence

means!

Simple, brutal and terrifyingly powerful, he tore off the Silver Winged Clan

strongman in front of him like a hand-ripping spiritual beast!

In the blink of an eye, there were already three Silverwing tribe strongmen being
hand-ripped by Bear Two.

"Yaaah, I'll come too, dad I'll help you." Lin Ruoshi also didn't know when she

had broken Lin Hao's spatial barrier, summoning the Xuan Yuan sword and holding up the golden

divine sword as she staggered forward.



Lin Hao was startled, don't be impulsive, girl!

But on second thought, there was no need, Lin Ruoshi's strength was not weak
anymore, she had already reached the third class early realm, and looking at her staggering, as if
she could not hold the Regulus sword because it was too heavy and would trip over at any
moment, she was completely faking it.

However, the next moment, Lin Hao was horrified.

Lin Ruoshi had really tripped over a stone with a loud bang.

But at the same time as she tripped, the Xuan Yuan sword Lin Ruoshi was holding

also slashed down in the same way, a piercing golden sword light shot out.

"Humph, just a human brat, can't stand still in battle, ridiculous ...... crap!" That
Silverwing tribe looked at the incoming golden sword light, full of cold laughter, only, before he
could finish his words, the golden sword light pierced through his head hard and blew up

directly!

Eight Silverwing tribe strongmen, in the blink of an eye, there are only three left
who can still breathe, as for the one who was killed by Rui Lin Zhen, not far from death, the
remaining two Silverwing tribe strongmen, let Xiong Er give a round, even Lin Hao can not help.
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Lin Hao wanted to go up and kill the two Silverwing powerhouses directly, but Bear Two roared
ferociously, "I'll throw it, Big Boss, don't come, let me tear them up, dammit, I've eaten too
much, I've got nowhere to put this energy, if I don't release it I'm going to explode."

Lin Hao took a glance at the energy that was raging in Bear Two's body, his body
was covered in blood sparkling wounds, this was not caused by the enemy, it was entirely caused
by the energy that was raging in his body.

Lin Hao had to silently back away and help Lin Ruoshi up.

"Heehee, daddy, am I awesome." Lin Ruoshi's little face was covered in dust and
leaves, dirty like a little flower cat, but that smile simply made Lin Hao's heart melt, and the

killing intent that could not be melted on his body also dissipated a lot.

Lin Hao tenderly wiped the stains off Lin Ruoshi's face: "That's not true, my little

shi is the best, daddy's sweet little cotton coat."

"Yes, but I've heard people say that, as a father, they prefer a black-hearted and

leaky little cotton coat, so that life is tasty and fun." Little Bird cocked his head and winked at Lin
Hao.

Lin Hao's face fell, who is it? Is it a lack of virtue?

If Lin Ruoshi really became a black-hearted and leaky cotton jacket, see if Lin
Hao zapped you or not!



"Who says so! I'll go and beat him up until he can't take care of himself." Lin Hao
said viciously.

"Mum said so. Mum said that I used to cling to you all the time and said that dad

would get bored with it later. Mum said that dad actually prefers leaky black-hearted cotton

jackets and I am learning how to be a leaky black-hearted cotton jacket." Lin Ruoshi spoke
timidly.

Lin Hao's face became even darker, got, hitting Shen Xiyan is impossible to hit, it
is impossible in this life, at the same time also let Lin Hao cry and laugh, daughter-in-law in order

to compete with himself for his daughter's favor, is also doing everything ah.

During the conversation, Xiong Er and Rui Lin had already settled their fight.

Ye Yu came over and took Lin Ruoshi's hand, and Rui Lin was also very kind,
directly scavenging all the goodies obtained by the Silver Wing Clan, and then handed them to

Lin Hao with a smile, "Boss, it's all here, you can order it."

Lin Hao didn't even look at it and took it into his bag, there were many spirit cores
and some precious spirit herbs inside, he even sensed that there were quite a few auras of divine

blood inside, so he kept it for now, he could use it at a critical moment.

"Ow, ow ......" Bear Two is still whipping out his anger, in fact, there is no way, he
has inexhaustible strength in his body, if he does not use up this power, he may really just explode
in situ ah.



"Boss what to do, I, I still have too much excess power, I'm scared." Xiong Er was
on the verge of crying in anxiety, while cursing, these Silver Wings were too resistant to being

created, it only took so many hits to dry up ah.

Lin Hao sensed the nearest aura, it was in the southwest, Lin Hao pointed towards
the southwest, "Go, kill them all the way in this direction! Except for the humans, God will kill

God, Buddha will kill Buddha!"

"Ow!"

Xiong Er was obviously a panda, but he took after the LoneWolf's whistling moon
and sped off directly with a long whistle from the sky, his speed could not be faulted.

Lin Hao let Rui Lin carry Lin Ruoshi and Ye Yu, the Rui Lin was huge, but to
avoid suspicion, Lin Hao let Ye Yu and Lin Ruoshi ride the Rui Lin, while Lin Hao used the Sword
Realm Divine Walk, floating half a metre off the ground and flying through the air!

"Die, all of you seem to me!"

"ROAR!!!"



Xiong Er charged all the way through, everywhere he went, corpses were strewn
all over the place, fresh? Er closed ground closed Shan pick love ground? Blood was all over the

ground.

These were all spirit beasts or ancient gods who had heard of them and rushed
over to kill them, since they wanted to kill them, they had to be prepared to be killed, they were
not innocent to die!

What's more, in Lin Hao's opinion, what does it matter if you're innocent or not
when it comes to killing my friends and family! One word! Kill!

Only after killing an unknown number of Spirit Beasts and Ancient Gods did
Xiong Er stop and pant heavily for half an hour did he calm down the stormy energy in his body,
although it was still overflowing, at least there was no danger of spontaneous explosion.
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